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Follow the White Rabbit into this imaginative adult coloring book inspired by Lewis Carroll's Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland, featuring intricate pen-and-ink drawings by acclaimed artist Amily Shen.
Meet the Cheshire Cat, attend the Mad Hatter's tea party, and play croquet with the Queen of
Hearts in this evocative tale that invites you into a strange and beautiful new world of coloring.
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I am a big fan of Alice in Wonderland, so I look at all of the various coloring books that have come
out with this as their theme and choose my favorites to purchase. â€œWonderlandâ€• has a really
fun and different take on the illustrations compared to my other books (which are generally much
more traditional.) In this book, Alice has an updated and trendy vibe that I find very cute. The artist
(Amily Shen) has put her spin on the story.The book is both a coloring book (in chapters) and an
activity book. I generally do not do the activities but I know that many people do. There is writing on
a number of pages but the print is so small, for me, it doesn't distract me from the designs.The book
has 76 pages of coloring and activity (including the front piece and the title page.) The book is
broken into 9 chapters and each of the chapter title pages has a decorated china plate for
coloring.For my first project, I chose a design that included Alice, a bird and a cupcake (both of
which show up in several other designs.) I used my Derwent Coloursoft Pencils with a very light
touch.The book has a removable dust cover which is nicely decorated with some glossy touches.
The dustcover has been printed for coloring as well. The fold-outs (front and back) are black on
green and the inside of the cover (from one end to the other) is black on white. The attached cover

of the book also has fun coloring opportunities. These designs are black printed on a medium peach
and the feel is kind of slick to the touch.

Amily Shen, a renowned Taiwanese artist, has created an adult coloring book that is very different
from the other ones I've seen on the market. While this particular book is inspired by or based on
the Alice in Wonderland movie, you don't have to be a fan of the movie (I dislike it) to appreciate this
new approach to coloring. There is a warm, brief introductory text that explains you'll have the
opportunity to color and personalize Alice's Adventure.â€‹This paperback book has 80 pages that
feel like light cardstock to me. I haven't tried them with markers to see whether they would bleed
through as I prefer colored pencils. Many spreads of pages have no text at all and are just large
coloring pages, a few pages have less than 50% coloring because they have a paragraph updating
the story in a simple, charming way. A few pages have prompts asking you to fill in some details on
outlined shapes or to sketch additional pictures (to add onto what's printed already) of your own if
you'd like. I prefer coloring to sketching, but there were few enough sketching pages that I didn't feel
put off by their inclusion.While there were some potentially concerning parts of the movie Alice in
Wonderland, the way it is paraphrased here is less intense than the movie or storybooks I've seen
by far. The word "stupidest" is used to describe a nonsensical tea party and the Queen still chants,
"Off with their heads!" but we've grown less attached to the characters and the whole demeanor of
this story line is more upbeat and basic. Like I mentioned above, I dislike the Alice in Wonderland
movie because it is nonsensical, and can be a bit harsh and intense for little kids, who would be
most interested in the nonsense, in my humble opinion.
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